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This content is old, go here to start a new post. Hi, I've never seen it on 16+ using USPS for my eBay sale: To return to the charming agent-your-item has been charming on the return agent at 8:12 pm in Fyetwell, NC 28302. The mail service no longer has an item and no further track updates are expected. I just had a
buyer walk over me about his package, which is unfair. He bought late on Tuesday night, I got wednesday, today Thursday. He now desires answer , and the Lord helps me to sanitise him . Post Office doesn't know what it means! How is this possible? I was on the phone with them for an hour. He said he'd call me back.
Yes right. The most thing is, I show that I sent it yesterday on two packages! Everyone for a different state. I asked this question here (I searched) and there is no answer. I am praying that somebody should help me . Edit: Plwease, I sent usPS first class. I didn't use another career. I never do. I only use USPS and
always make electronic labels using payment-pal. Every time. For third party delivery, i.e. postal service with the hand of another carrier, www.tracking.smartlabel.com track the package on the other hand. It probably will not show the original or destination view, but should show the status in such transit or delivery. Take
the label # code from your USPS receipt and first the 8-number edit erm; The rest is your Bedex tracking number. If you enter tracking for #USPS it will send you the message to the charming agent and show it to the shipping partner next to it. I had A FedEx. I put the same tracking #(usps #) into the tracking of the
feedex and found the delivery receipt. So just use the original tracking # in the Shipping Partners site. Sometimes when you order a package it will come through Ups or Fedex. Then they will close usps for final delivery. The same time is when you return an item. Send you a pbg via USPS and back it up or return to
FEEDEX. So you have two tracking numbers. For a USPS that it was accepted in the post office. The second tracking number was by the fedex which showed that it was actually back to the company and I got the simple answer: I entered the label #I #for tracking by it instead of looking back at your re-copy. I bet it's the
same thing for you too. Label #usps is some kind of internal tracking for use. The original tracking number says that (USPS tracking #) good luck Google Address. This scan is sometimes used when the package is delivered to a 3rd party which is considered to scan its delivery. Once I've seen this scan when the package
is delivered to a mall foreword, there are anything in Florida that has an IPI scanner and is considered to scan packages but that's so Do. One life we all have to do * This was already * I just got it, this USPS priority mail 2 days.  I dropped him at the post office location monday 8 August 2017 and got him back and for the
charming agent.  Where it is always sitting .  To make things worse I left the package on my way out of town and I'll be back in town by Friday or Saturday.  I plan on increasing hell with the post office whenever It appears, or in its 2 days time was not sent usps priority mail 2day, and I will demand that they give me $50
insurance automatically that I paid for a service and it is totally their fault I have. The thing was exactly the way i was with me this week. I brought 4 packages to the post office on Monday and just checked and it appears that 1 is delivered and the second 3 is exactly the same notice you've never seen before. I'm going to
the post office in the morning to see what's going on with it and if he has any answers about what it means. I've been using USPS for years and I've never seen this notice on keeping informed before, maybe a glitch? Your buyer is being unfair. If ordered on Tuesday, he cannot expect that the item should be given on
Wednesday. If he does not receive the item by that, he can open a claim. Until then, he must wait. Assure you that you are trying to solve the problem of being informed. Also, you don't have to respond to any inappropriate allegations. (If he gets threatened or abused, you may need to report it)-this is against the EC
policy). If he open a case, and since usps provide some kind of glitch, if it is not track then the package may need to file a claim with them. Sometimes I get spoons in USPS but the package still gets on its destination. The next scan point can update the track for this package. I hope it works for you this way. Shipping that
heghe type of smart post when you said you called mumper on the USPS website? They always had more information that a local post office.  If it was a smart post, you must first contact Fafaappar who handled the package. The highlighted highlighted highlighted significantly highlighted highlights to important content
highlighted is the prominenthighlightI returned my old phone for new with the USPS label provided by AT&amp;T. USPS tracking information says the charming back agent Charlotte NC 28214.  I put my device in the mail on October 4th, received a text today, October 11th, this device has not been received. What shall I
do? What does the agent mean? You've probably seen and don't understand a dozen other terms and conditions. USPS uses such terms It is known as mail and package tracking as the printer (product tracking codes). Here is an update list of code, terms, and explanations used to track mail and packages. Click here to
view the full PDFs of the terms along with codes and other information: Event Code/Detail 01 delivered to the delivered article and the delivery time and date recorded. 02 notice left delivery was tried. Notice shows pickup or redelivery options. 53 The basan delivery was blocked by some physical condition blocked by the
basan route. 54 The body was complete/ the item could not be placed in the delivery basin either because the basin was complete or the item was too large to fit. 55 No safe location was available to provide this item was not safe and there was no confirmation to leave 'No Response'. 56 No authorized recipients are
available because signature was required. 03 USPS item will be displayed in the capture if the item was picked up, either as part of a scheduled pickup or on the way by carrier, as the event 'pickup'. If the item was scaned in the office, either at the retail counter or on the back-hand, the event USPS will be displayed in
the item's control. 04 Was refused then an attempt was made to deliver or after delivery to the customer. 05 Failed to provide problem with problem was wrong with one or address elements, and item could not be supplied. 06 Forward Maktob Alaia has an active forwarding order on file and item sent to new address.
Arrival at unit 07 has reached the local post office on the indication of this time and is scheduled for delivery. Normally, if the item comes before 9:30, it will be delivered to that day; if the following is 9:30, on the next business day. 08 Incorrectly sent USPS This item has been re-sent to the correct delivery unit on the next
mail delivery, after which it was incorrectly routed. 09 To return the item, the item is being returned to the sender for one of the following reasons: 21 Any number whose portion of the delivery address was not present or invalid. 22 Insufficient address to create a delivery address does not contain enough information.
Moved 23, no left address has been moved to Maktob-Ela and no forwarding order is enabled. 24 Forward expires The forwarding order of Maktob Alaia has expired and the item is being returned to the sender. 25 Maktob-ul-Ia is not known on the unknown Maktob-el-Ia item. 26 Empty house or business is empty. 27
Notices and reminders were left to return for the reminder but someone claimed the item before the dmm's due period (usually 15 to 30 days). 28 The item to be sent back was returned to the sender for some reason or the other (usually when Recipient is dead) 29 The item was sent back to the sender to be specified for
some reason or the other. Implementation through 10 USPS facility This item was arranged in the city, state and processing facility indicated by ZIP Code. The mail class, or depending on the original and parcel floor, may see more than one of these events to customers, but only the first/last type of scan on each site on
calendar day; others have been suppressed. Note that USPS is called as event event on internal sites enroutere/implementation. 11 The item in the capture by law enforcement agencies is under the control of the law enforcement agency. 12 Visible damage indicates this event that a USPS has seen and documented
damage being caused. The item available for 14 pickups can be picked up at the post office or caller or firm service location. 15 MMS-Sent to this use case is specific to luck packages at a military location. 16 Return agent is available for a shipping partner or their agent to transport this item to the wrong USPS facility. 17
The charming return agent points to a back package ready to take off by a post designated as a parcel return service location in one of the offices or processing facilities. This event only apply to the return service of the parcel. 30 No access USPS return edict saine return to a parcel return service package that is
returned to the shipping customer or merchant of the process returned the original item. 31 removing/unpicked items were attempted but could not be delivered because the employee could not access the delivery location (for example, the blocked community where an access code is required). 32 Stop by post office
This is an event which is primarily used to serve the return of parcels or is held for pickup items. 33 The sent article to the Dead Mail/Recovery Center cannot be deleted, forwarded or returned. Because the item was corrupt, the local post office determined it. 34 n/a This event is specific to registered mail. Your item
arrived at our USPS facility in the city, on date at the state's Zapkodi time. The item is currently in transportation. OrYour Item departs from our USPS facility in the city, on date at state-of-the-day. The item is currently in transportation. 35.The walt is specific to mail registered to this event. Your item arrived at our USPS
facility in the city, on date at the state's Zapkodi time. The item is currently in transportation. OrYour Item departs from our USPS facility in the city, on date at state-of-the-day. The item is currently in transportation. Transfer to 36 employees This event is specific to registered mail. Your item arrived at our USPS facility in
the city, on date at the state's Zapkodi time. The item is currently in transportation. OrYour item Our USPS facility in the city, on date at the state's Zapkodi time. The item is currently in transportation. 38 Registered mail mail mail signatures This event is specific to registered mail. Your item arrived at our USPS facility in
the city, on date at the state's Zapkodi time. The item is currently in transportation. OrYour Item departs from our USPS facility in the city, on date at state-of-the-day. The item is currently in transportation. Observe 39 registered mail transmissions This event is specific to registered mail. Your item arrived at our USPS
facility in the city, on date at the state's Zapkodi time. The item is currently in transportation. OrYour Item departs from our USPS facility in the city, on date at state-of-the-day. The item is currently in transportation. Transfer from 40-walt this event is specific to registered mail. Your item arrived at our USPS facility in the
city, on date at the state's Zapkodi time. The item is currently in transportation. OrYour Item departs from our USPS facility in the city, on date at state-of-the-day. The item is currently in transportation. 41. The opening unit received an open &amp; distributed shipping and has opened at the destination processing facility



or post office so the content can be arranged. 42-By-item for hand-closing shipping partner-usually the parcel return service-is referenced to a return agent. This activity takes place in a USPS processing facility (as opposed to a delivery unit). Note: The 42 event can also be seen on GXG items. This is when GXG items
are added to a strong book for gxg partner. 43 This item was delivered to the recipient. The 43 event indicates that the delivery has taken place in a postal facility. The Mailer stopped 44 before approval has allowed a package to stop and return to the sender. 45 For the charming military agent, the item has left the
custody of usps (outbound) or isc enroti for inbound mail processing with it. 46 Duplicate 1 XXX (where XXX event is typed copy). The item is being flagged as the track number which is the same as the informed number on different packages. 51 Business Closed Item cannot be delivery because business is closed. 52.
Instructions provided by the item cannot be delivered by the notice. 57 Delivery exception schaste local weather delay Situm cannot be tried nor is it due to local weather conditions. The 58 item held at the post office on customer request is being held at the post office as the customer has requested this effect. 59 A
physical scan event on the way states that the article has left the delivery office with a carrier, and the delivery plans that day. This scan is usually used for items that are being resupplied (the following First attempt). 60 Charming items related to the agent for final delivery have been delivered to the residence or agency
agent where it is addressed (college, hospital, condominium, etc.). The 71 local post office for the next delivery day indicated that this item is delayed to affect delivery. 72 Delivery Concession Animal Intervention Local Delivery Employee indicated that due to interference by an animal at the delivery point, the employee
could not attempt to send the item. The UsPS facility reached A1 This is a trailer arrival event, meaning that the item was present in a container which was scanased as arriving at a USPS facility. On the approval of the ad, the destination has reached the destination entry processing facility or post office. AE a USPS
facility this item is in an open &amp; distributed container that has got approval (03) event. AX n/a item, after an approval event, is moving towards its destination. B1 Customs Clearance Article has made us clear to customs and will be charming to usp. B5 Outbound-Us Customs outside of Customs has issued the article
to the USP. De Departed USPS Facility Item is in an open &amp; distributed container which has achieved an Enroutere (10) event. DX delivery status has not been updated for an acceptable delivery event (delivery, notice left, etc.) delivery incident has not been taken in within 14 hours of the outside. The Surtitaon
process on the distribution facility has been completed. The item is being sent to the next processing facility or destination delivery unit on the next available transportation. GCC Return Receipt Service, PS Form 3811 (Hard Copy Green Card). This event indicates that the tracking number for the host item and its return
receipt tracking number have been attached during the acceptance process. The L1-departed USPS facility is full of this item in a container that is full on transportation at a USPS facility. The LD Destination Address USPS has used geolocation data and analytics to determine whether the letter delivery is on the way
which will be provided with today's mail. LX processing exception USPS has detected a processing irregularities for the item. An electronic transmission of the information of the shipping appeared from the MA n/a USPS sender has been received. It does not indicate the receipt of the shipping, only usps its intentions to
do it. Once the shipment is received by USPS, the tracking status will be updated and an expected delivery date will be available. This event USPS.com usPS tracking only when it is the starting position for the item. Mr n/A Is Recorded To The Express Electronically Item and The Reversion Selastx Provider Data sent to
USPS in advance of payment. The MU alert needs to be registered to the middle user when the PIC is not present in the customer reference data of the mid-printer. MX is disabled in the middle of the alert When id id is not certified in the mailer. It also is generated if the middle of the PIC is not certified. NT N/A This
event helps fill an exposure difference for customers using the tracking website. The originality of a setting is the first processing scan based on the approval of an item on the basis of the event accepted by a calculation. The USPS destination facility followed on OD Is in an open &amp; distributed container that the item
received in the open unit (41) event. The delivery is out for delivery of items outside. This can be tremenabled by the scanning of the employee of the 'Complete Event' or the Department2Routerbarcode. In addition, if/when the event is created by tRIP, it can be activated by the employee's scanning of the Employee's
Scanning of the Employee of The Department2Router, and/or by the hot case barcode employee to break the gofanka. The bull processing discount is the second delay item being either processed by it or being implemented by a location that is being affected by some kind of delay. Pc setting/processing is completely
arranged on their relevant carrier routes or all packages aimed at today's delivery in post office box parts have been completed. This event could be treming out for the 'Delivery Scan' event. The Lord registered mail is used only for registered mail listed on the delivery bill. An item has been added to a registered mail
delivery bill. THE RC delivery form is used for differences only registered mail. The employee has mentioned a difference of opinion regarding the registered delivery bill. SF sent post office articles are enrotied to obtain an acceptance scan in the retail window or left the local post office by a carrier and previously usps
processing facilities. The T1-departed USPS convenience item is in a container that was scanased as a USPS facility departing. Acceptance received approval of TM shipping is an acceptance event when a USPS employee scan scan PS Form 5630 (scan), online clear form. TX processing exception REG Trans delay
This item was either being implemented or at a point being affected by transportation delays (for example, air or surface transportation not available) that was accepted to USPS facility XX (where XX is activating this event): 07, 10, or GX/MA created for a single piece an acceptance event that was not part of a mailer's
expression and which did not receive a physical acceptance scan. The VC Package Research Case has started a case on the item by a call center by a customer (where the case number is available at XXX). When this event is pulled out, it is with case number. REDELIVERY SCHEDULE PATER FOR VF REMINDER
Determine that this item has met the number of days published by the second notice since the event of the attempt. The purpose of this event is to let customers know that they should pick up or schedule a delivery for their item. Failure to request THE VH delivery instructions a Shigaro tried to create a request for
delivery instructions from their customers, but failed to execute the application. This is usually because insufficient or incorrect information was provided by Shigareo about the delivery address (for example, no road address provided). VJ Delivery Instructions Delivery Instructions for delivery of the item have not been
fulfilled. This may be due to safety concerns or any other reason. Vp Carrier Pick Customer has scheduled a career pickup request. Currently, it is applicable to the record, but not the attached mail pieces. Vr DELIVERY User has scheduled that the customer's maintenance website or application is scheduled to be
redelivered for this item by using or by call to the Customer Care Center. The return notice vs package is held for a maximum period of time to create this item and is waiting for customer action to select it, and a message has been prepared to indicate that the items will be returned or deleted locally, depending on the
product class and support of sub-service. VX Package Research Case Closed XXX (where XXX case number is not closed if opened in an item. When this event is disputed, it is with case number. And n/a and event is provided for the printer when an expected delivery window is counted for the item. The peter share
information in collaboration with outside for delivery event. WX weather delays were being implemented by a location that is being affected by either a weather delay (for example, significant snow storms) from this item. 61 The receiving agent USPS has delivered this item to the agent of the residence or organization. 62
Recipient reported by agent that agent has informed Maktob Alia that he is waiting for an item and is available for pickup. 63 the agent has provided the recipient with the agent and sent the item to Maktob-Ela. 64 Failed to supply item to agent Maktob Alaiya to undeliver the recipient from the agent and the item will be
returned to the sender. GX Shipping Label has created a Shigareu, created a address label and tracking barcode for the item. Pick-up ship by 80 awaits the Patner USPS item that the item is part of a shipping that mailer has converted for usps to a counsuadator or contractor. 81 arrived ship Patner site usps is waiting for
item shagero's depot to be transported to USPS. The 82-departed ship putner site is sent to shighiro item by USPS and it is a route to usps convenience. 83 Charming to Postal Service Is Shigheru During shipment on USPS for processing and delivery. Starting with the peter release 12.0, this event USPS.com be
pressed on USPS tracking. 89 N/A Shigarrow has indicated to USPS that a merchant has got an order for your shipping. The 84-arrived agent facility parcel return service has reached the only-one PRS item return agent facility. The 85-stop agent facility parcel return service has only left the facility of a PRS item back
agent and is inroute to merchant. The Merchant Parcel Return Service is provided to the agent by 86-only-a PRS item has been charming by the return agent on merchant. The 87 agent parcel return service is only in ultimate terms by the only-in-one PRS item in the merchant's control. Click to download full-printer PDF
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